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NOTATION

A Closed tunnel cross-section area
|0

Al Area of circle circumscribing the propeller (disc area)

A2  Transverse area of downstream flow ottside of choked
0 propeller slipstream

A2 j Transverse area of downstream flow in jets within
choked propeller slipstream

A3  Transverse area of propeller slipstream at region of
cavity collapse

C D Drag coefficient of drag disc based on the disc area
and upstream speed

CT Thrust coefficient, /UA

D Form drag on blade element due to cavitation
c

Ah, Stagnation pressure change across actuator disc

kt Thrust coefficient, T/pn2 D4

L Blade element lift

p Static pressure

T Thrust

U Flow speed

U Flow speed corresponding to cavitating conditions
c

Propeller efficiency

mi Propeller induced efficiency (also Uo/U1)

qc Propeller or blade cavitational efficiency
(See Equation 1731)
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Re Advance ratio (axial inflow speed/blade relative
rotational speed)

p Fluid density

Subscripts o, 1, 2s 3 and 4 when used in connection with

p, U and q refer to conditions at the corresponding planes trans-

verse to the flow:

o - far upstream

1- just upstream of the propeller disc

2 - through the maximum section of the cavity

3 - Just downstream of the cavity collapse

4 - far downstream

The subscript max refers to the maximum allowable value.

I
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INTRODUCTION

The supercavitating propeller was introduced into marine

technology by Soviet Acadamician V. L. Posdunine, References 1, 2.

and 3. Later, research at the David Taylor Model Basin, pa.rticu-

larly on the subject of efficient supercavitating blade sections,

led to the adoption in Western Countries of supercavitating

propellers for high speed planing craft and hydrofoil-boats, Ref-

erences 4 - 7. The use of such propellers is expanding at the

present time and with the increase in size and speeds of con-

templated hydrofoil craft they would seem to play an increasingly

more important role in marine technology. In an earlier paper,

Reference 8 the author has discussed the history, operating char-

acteristics, and mechanism of operation of supercavitating pro-

pellers. The present paper may be regarded as a companion to this

earlier work.

Our understanding of the hydrodynamics of supercavitating

propellers is quite imperfect. We have not quantitatively under-

stood well enough many aspects of their design and operation. Two

hydrodynamic effects have been particularly ignored or shrouded

in mystery. These are: (i) the interference between supercavi-

tating blades and their cavities, see Reference 8, and (ii) the

effect of the cavities on the inflow to the propeller. This

paper is specifically devoted to the latter effect.

It is important to have accurate knowledge of the inflow

speeds at the propeller disc in order that the effective angles

Sof attack at which the blade elements operate may be calculated.
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For a subcavitating propeller this inflow is generated almost

entirely by the vortex wake shed behind the propeller as a con-

sequence of its thrusting action. The inflow speed to a thrusting

subcavitating propeller is always greater than the relative free-

stream speed and increases v.ith increasing thrust. A rough idea

of this inflow speed may be gotten from momentum theory (Froude-

Rankine); precise calculations including the actual distribution

of inflow speed with radial distance from the shaft may be made

using Goldstein factors, Lerbs induction factors, or other sim-

ilar methods, see Reference 9•

it has been customary in this country to assume that the in-

flow speed to a supercavitating propeller could be calcu]ated ex-

actly in the same way as. for a subeavitating propeller. The ef-

fect on the inflow of the cavities shed by the blades was thereby

ignored. The present paper clearly shows that for a heavily su-

percavitating propeller the inflow speed is actually determined

largely by the blockage effects due to the shed cavities. Fur-

thermore, it is highly probable that even under normal design

conditions when the shed cavity volume is at a minimum, predictions

of inflow speed which ignore the blockage effect of the shed cav-

ities will be grossly in error.

Posdunine cl-early understood the importance of cavity block-

age effects for the performance of supercavitating propellers, and

several Soviet papers have been devoted to the extension of the

momentum theory of propellers to the supercavitating case, Ref-

erences 10 , 11 , and 12 . However, none of these works have pro-

duced adequate or correc.t results. In the first two, very re-

strictive and incorrect assumptions about the flow have been made.
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Epshteyn, Reference 12, does in fact summarize the shortcomings

of these papers. He, himself, attempts an analysis with a minimum

of assumptions. His work fails for two reasons: he applies in-

I correctly the energy theorem in a non-moving system of coordinates

(his Equation 2.7), and he does not introduce the blade cavita-

I tional efficiency, 1c' into the analysis. In fact none of these

interesting Soviet papers takes this latter step. This must be

done, for without the introduction of such a parameter the prob-

lem of determining the inflow speed or the ideal propeller effi-

4 ciency remains, indeterminate. The blade cavitational efficiency

4 arises naturally in the analysis because the head rise across the

disc is not equal to the thrust loading as in subcavitating flow,

but to the ratio of thrust loading and blade cavltational effi-

ciency.

The primary objective of the present paper is to present an

4 adequate theory relating the net propeller efficiency and inflow

speed of an ideali2ed heavily supercavitating propeller to the

i thrust coefficient, cavitation number and blade cavitational effi-

4 ciency. This is done using momentum theory. The results clearly

show that the inflow speed to a heavily supercavitating propeller

I will very often be retarded, contrary to the Dredictions of the

* His Equation [2.8] is based on the assumption that induced

velocities exist only within the slipstream. This is clearly
not trUe unless the free stream cavitation number is zero
(ao = 0), and even in this case Epshteyn's analysis is in-

correct except under those particular conditions when the
asymptotic cavity diameter is finite. His results may in fact,
when properly interpreted, be shown equal-to ours in this
latter very special case.
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subcavitating propeller momentum -theory. It is also shown that

a maximum possible net efficiency exists for a heavily supercavita-

ting propeller; this"'m~ximum is a function of thrust loading and

cavitation number.

Further objectives of this paper are to discuss the general

characteristics of the flow behind the cavity and in the slip-

stream behind a supercavitating propeller and drag discs and to

discuss the effects of tunnel walls upon the propeller flow. This

is don6 and it is shown that the inflow speed to a supercavitating

propeller is not affected by tunnel boundaries even during opera-

tion between solid walls. However, tunnel choking can occur in

the latter circumstances and the momentum theory is applied to

its prediction.

THE MOMENTUM THEORY FOR SUBCAVITATING PROPELLERS

It is first of all useful to review the basis for the momen-

tum theory of subcavitating propellers as it is understood at the

present time, but not necessarily as it was originally conceived.

The thickness of the propeller blades is neglected so that they

may be thought of as vortex surfaces composed of continuous dis-

tributions of vortex lines. These lines must of course be con-

tinuo,,s in the fluid, so that they are shed from the blades into

che pi.opel3ier wake to form there one continuous trailing helical

sheet per blade. The space behind the propeller is thus to a

certain extent filled by shed vorticity. The latter may at each

point where it exists be vectorially decomposed into a longitudinal

and circumferential componernt, which induce, respectively, rota-

tional and axial velocitieis in the flow.
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If the number of blades becomes very large and the chord of

each very shirt, it becomes possible to represent the axial flow

field due to the propeller by consideration only of the effect

of the circumferential component of the shed vorticity. This

vorticity, in turn, may be thought of as comprising a continuous

distribution of concentric vortex-sheaths. These are of a radius

which contracts behind the propeller, but for light loadings this

contraction may be neglected. The propeller blades themselves

degenerate into a disc composed of essentially radial vortex

lines. These induce equal but opposite circumferential velocities

across the disc. The longitudinal shed vorticity induces angular

velocities which exactly cancels out the influence of the disc at

any point in front of or outside the propeller slipstream, where

the flow, in view of its irrotationality, cannot possess angular

momentum. The angular velocities just behind the disc are thus

half due to the longitudinal component of shed vorticity and half

due to the bound vorticity in the disc. The increase in angular

momentum at any point across the disc is in reacticn to and lin-

early related to the local torque on the blade system.

Simple momentum theories incorporate the axial flow system

as described above plus an assumed discontinuity in flow stagna-

tion pressure across the disc, but neglects the rotational flow

in the slipstream. This is a consistent procedure in the case

of the usual subcavitating propeller for the following reasons.

When viewed in a system rotating with the propeller, a static

pressure increase is caused across the disc proportional to the

difference in the squares of the circumferential velocities and

less the head loss due to frictional dissipation at the disc,
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the other components being continuous across the disc; this static

pressure increase may also be shown equal to the local net thrust

loading. When neglecting the rotational component of the flow

it therefore becomes necessary to account for the pressure in-

crease across the disc in terms of an imaginary increase in the

stagnation pressure of the axially symmetric flow in amount just

equal to the net thrust loading. The situation is more fully dis-

cussed in the next section of this paper, with particular emphasis

on the changes brought. about by supercavitating operation.

Another facet of the sheath representation which is of prac-

tical and theoretical importance concerns the relation between

the vortex sheath and so-called actuator or sink disc representa-

tion of the flow field. Consider a single vortex sheath of semi-

infinite length, which may also be thought of as a continuous

distribution of vortex rings of constant strength. .This vortex

sheath is exactly equivalent with regard to the flow field pro-

duced, to a sink disc just covering its open end, plus a uniform

flow within the cylinder formed by the sheath and disc, Refer-

ence 13 , pg. 56. The strength of this uniform flow is such as

to cause the velocity across th'e disc to be continuous.

Because of this equivalence, which is expressed schematically

in Figure 1, it is possible in the case of light loadings to rep-

resent the flow field caused by a given axially symmetric distri-

bution of thrust as that due to a sink disc whose radial strength

depends on the loading distribution. This has been done in prac-

tice, Reference 14 . It may further be noted that a vortex sheath

of finite length may be represented by tandem source-sink discs

plus the contained uniform flow.
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The actuator disc rather than the vortex sheath picture is

usually taken as the starting point of the momentum theory. De-

spite the usual neglect of rotation, the idealization of the pro-

peller action introduced In the simple actuator disc model is

fair enough in portraying the propeller as a device functioning

continuously to accelerate fluid aft and to do useful- work as a

result of the reaction on the blades and shaft. The axial flow

field is asymmetric when viewed from the propeller plane by an oo-

server moving with the speed that prevails there. This asymmetry

has as a consequence that the total increase in flow momentum as

observed in the wake far downstream where the pressure has re-

turned to ambient is Just twice the increase in flow momentum as

observed at the propeller disc. The pressure just behind the

disc is, of course, greater than ambient and therein is stored

half of the momentum eventually to be delivered to the slipstream.

in view of continuity the flow velocity immnediately in front of

the disc is identical to the velocity just aft of it, but no work

having been done on those fluid elements which have yet to pass

through the disc, the increased momentum of the incoming flow has

been realized at the expense of the pressure, which is suitably

reduced.

In the absence of blade friction or form drag, the work done

on an element of the flow on passing through the disc is simply

"the pressure increase across the disc times the velocity of the

flow at the disc, say U1 , while the useful work done by the cor-

responding element of the propeller is simply the net thrust

loading times the absolute forward velocity of the propeller, say

Uo. The net thrust loading is also just equal to the head rise

Ii.m
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across the disc. The ideal efficiency is thus U o/U 1 . The pres-

sure increase across the actuator disc, which equals the local

net thrust loading, is also just equal to the gain in kinetic

energy represented by the acceleration of the flow from far up-

stream to far downstream. As noted earlier, thi- pressure rise

is also equal to the loss in rotational kinetic energy across

the disc. These last facts allow the derivation of the result

that the induced velocity at any point in the propeller disc is

normal to the resultant relative velocity of a blade section.

Some important results of the simple momentum theory are

presented below where some of the symbols are defined in Figure 2:

U2/uo VT1 + T ' 1VJ

1 + -\/1-+ -CT

U =/o 1 2 [2]
2

2• [3]
I + -•I+7T

The actual pressures on a rotating propeller blade vary

widely from a maximum equal to the stagnation pressure based on

the relative speed at the tip section to a minimum which cannot

be significantly less than vapor pressure. In general, of course,

the pressures on the upstream faces are lower than on the down-

stream sides, but the actuator disc theory in dealing with av-

erages resulting from an idealization of the propeller thrust
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distribution fails to provide significant information on the pos-

sibilities of blade cavitation. Nevertheless predictions of av-

erage pressures in the field around the propeller can be made, 3

and are of some interest. The lowest pressures are induced im-

mediately before the propeller disc. The pressure coefficient I

there decreases with increasing thrust coefficient (C). An upper
T

limit to CT, dependent on the free stream cavitation number (ao)

is thus implied as below:

1+ + C

2 o

and as shown in Figure 2. Of course, a propeller operating
near the CT and a values implied above would be heavily super-

cavitating and this prediction, [1], of the usual actuator disc

theory is therefore not at all correct, since cavities modify in

a very important way the flow field around a supercavitating pro-

peller. It is the main purpose of this paper to discuss such

flow fields and their effect.
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THE MOMENTUM THEORY FOR SUPERCAVITATING PROPELLERS

The Head Rise Across the Disc in Supercavitating Flow

Cavities originate in the plane of the supercavitating pro-

peller and through blockage of the approaching flow cause its

speed to be greater immediately behind the disc than immediately

before it. These speeds, non-dimensionalized, themselves depend

upon the non-dimensional thrust loading(CT), the blade cavitation

efficiency (.9c), and the free stream cavitation number (o ).

These dependancies will be revealed later but it is first of all

crucial to specify the manner in which blade cavity drag alters

the relation between thrust loading and the stagnation pressure

rise across the disc.

The rotation which the flow experiences upon passing through

the propeller disc cannot be entirely neglected in, an analysis of

the propeller flow, even in the case of simple momentum theory.

It has already been mentioned that when viewed in a system rotat-

ing with the propeller, a static pressure increase is caused

across the disc proportional to the difference in the squares of

the circumferential velocities less head losses due to friction,

and that in the case of a subcavitating propeller this static

pressure increase may also be shown equal to the local net thrust

loading. Thus when the rotational component of the flow is "ne-

-glected" it becomes necessary to account for the head increase

across the disc in terms of an imaginary increase in the stagna-

tion pressure of the axially symmetric flow just equal to the net

thrust loading (T/A 1 ).

@ , • • -- am •- k •- • r_ __mm • • • •- -• ••-m
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In. a supercavitating or separated flow, substantial cavity

or form drag acts on the flow while it passes through the disc

but without resulting in immediate dissipation which is assumed

to occur only at the end of the cavity in the region of cavity

collapse. Because the work done by the moving blades on the

fluid in overcoming blade cavity drag is not dissipated at the

disc, but appears there as a head rise, the net stagnation pres-

sure increase across the disc due to flow rotation is no longer

simply equal to the net thrust loading, but also depends upon the

blade efficiency - to the extent that the latter reflects the

blade losses due to cavity drag.

In discussing this further, it is useful to contrast again

the influences of friction and form drag. The effects on the head

rise across the disc of frictional blade drag and form drag such

as accompanies separation or cavitation are separate and distinct.

Their differing effects are the result of the dissipation which

is assumed to occur at the disc accompanying frictional drag, and

the absence of any such dissipation, specifically due to form

drag, in the flow between the disc and the region of cavity col-

lapse.

Thus the work done by the blades on the fluid passing through

the disc in overcoming frictional drag is assumed to be not mani-

fested at all as an increase in flow stagnation pressure-in conse-

quence of the assumed immediate dissipation of the work input. As

a result, the total increase in flow stagnation pressure across

the disc in the absence of form drag (as in the usual subcavitating

theory) is simply equal to the net thrust loading, and the results
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of actuator disc theory apply as long as the thrust is reduced by

the effect of friction drag to yield net thrust.

However, the work input to the fluid by the blades in over-

coming blade cavity drag is immediately and completely manifested

in a stagnation pressure rise. The total work input to the fluid,

neglecting frictional drag, is just the product of the head rise

across the disc (Ah) and the volume flow through the disc (UIAI).

The useful work done by the blades on the fluid oassing through

the disc (considering the propeller at rest) is just the product

of the net blade thrust (T) and the flow speed immediately before

the propeller (UI). If the blade cavitational. efficiency (N ) is

defined as the ratio of the useful work done by the blades on the

fluid passing through the disc to the work-c input to the blades,

then:

_ Useful Work Done on Fluid by Blaues T-U 1  [5]
c Total Work Input to Fluid Ah-U1 A1

or

Ah = T [6]

* For this reason, the potential flow calculations of propeller

induced flow fields, based on blade spanwise circulation dis-
tributions uncorrected for loss of thrust due to friction,
tend slightly to exaggerate these flow fields.
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This result [61 is crucial'in the development of a proper mo-

mentum theory for supercavitating propellers or of other pro-

- pellers suffering ýarge form drag.

The same results given above may also be obtained in a more

formal mahner by treating the flow in a thin annular element

passing through the propeller disc as if it were the flow in a

"two-dimensional cascade, or by the application of an energy the-

brem to the flow within a proper moving control surface about the

supercavitating propeller-. In fact. Epshteyn in Reference 12

does apply such a theorem and [6] may be obtained from his Equa-

tion [2.4] by the substitution of TUI/Ac for his N3 and of AjU1

for his m.

The blade cavitational efficiency, 1c, is a complicated func-

ti6n of blade shape, effecti-ve advance coefficient, blade area

ratio, and other factors. It cannot of course be calculated from

momentum theory, and its accurate prediction is in fact quite dif-

ficult and outside the scope of this paper. It would seem useful,

however, to state here the well-known result allowing the calcu-

lation of the local blade cavitational efficiency in terms of the

cavity drag-lift ratio of the blade (D /L) and the effective ad-c
vance ratio (ke).

I - (Dc/L0~

Sc 1 + (Dc/LX(/e) [7]

where, Axial Inflow Speed

e Blade Relative Rotational Speed [8]

-n w • B" I - • • m i •
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The Momentum Balance Across the Disc in Supercavitating Flow

A solid axi-symmetric obstacle producing drag in supercavi-

taring flow sheds a cavity whose length and maximum diameter in-

crease without bound as the cavitation number (ao) is reduced

toward zero. In the case of a supercavitating propeller, even

idealized to the actuator disc, it is not clear at the outset

what the characteristics are of the trailing cavity even in the

case of zero ao. The reason for this is that in producing thrust

the propeller creates a positive pressure field behind the disc

which tends to shorten the trailing cavity. We shall deduce later

on that for a - 0 the cavity must be infinite in length and that0

the diameter must also be unbounded except under certain special

conditions when the asymptotic cavity diameter is finite. For

a > 0 the trailing cavity must of course be of finite length and0

of finite maximum diameter. In fact,. the typical length of the

cavity behind a supercavitating propeller in open water under

usual operating conditions will hardly exceed one and a bIlf pro-

peller diameters.

We are not in what immediately follows concerned with the

detailed shape of the trailing cavity, but we have discussed it

briefly in order to prevent errors in the arrangement of the

* It is worthwhile to note that exaggerations of these lengths

may occur during testing in a water tunnel with solid walls
as a resi lt of tunnel blockage, and the cavity may at quite
high cavitation numbers even extend down the entire length
of the tunnel test section - a distance usually of many
propeller dJameters.
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momentum control surfaces - as, for example, would arise should

we assume that for a = 0 the cavity is always of infinite length

and of finite maximum diameter.

We assume that the propeller consists of a very large num-

ber of blades of very short chord. The rotation of the slipstream

behind the disc is taken into account in its effect on the "effec-

tive" pressure rise across the propeller disc, as discussed earlier,

but otherwise the flow is considered to be one-dimensional - as in

the usual actuator disc theory. A schematic of the flow being

considered, in the case of finite cavity length, is shown in Fig-

ure 3. The flow approaching the propeller is seen to be either

accelerated (narrowing stream tube), or decelerated (widening

stream tube) for sufficiently low thrusts in anticipation of future

results. Immediately behind the disc, the stream tube is seen rap-

idly to widen due to the blockage effect of the cavities shed by

the blades. Due to the same effect there is assumed to exist a

discontinuity in the axial velocity across •he disc. The cavity-

wake behind the propeller plane is filled with jets or sheets of

water flowing between the cavities or voids created by the blades.

The pressure in the wake is constant and equal to the cavity pres-

sure. The speed of the flow inside and on the cavity-wake is thus

constant. It is, however, greater than would be the speed of the

flow on a stationary cavity at the same cavitation number, since

a head increase has occurred across the disc as a result of the

flow rotation behind the propeller. As discussed earlier, the

work done as a result of the cavity drag experienced by the blades

remains in the slipstream since no dissipation of energy is assumed

I
i
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to occur until the flow passes out of the cavity-wake through

the region of cavity collapse at the end of the cavity.

The momentum control surface best used to determine the in-

flow speed U1 is shown as a dashed line in Figure 4. It coincides

with plane 1, immediately before the disc, in its intersection

with the stream tube; it. coincides with the outer cavity wall be-

tween the propeller disc and plane 2, and then it coincides with

the latter in its intersection with the cavity-wake.

The net thrust, T, acting on the disc is:

T = pA 1U 1 (U2 -Ul) + A1 (P2 -P] [9]

where use has been made of the equality of the pressure on the

outer cavity wall and that in plane 2, and where

At is the disc area

p is the static pressure

Subscript 1 refers to plane 1

Subscript 2 refers to plane 2

The static pressure difference (P2-Pi) may be evaluated making

use of Bernoullis equation and taking into account the head

rise across the disc, as given by [6]. So that,

(p2-pI) 2 ( _ U2) + A T [10]- £ -2) +A.rc
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Combining [9] and [10] there finally results,

Ui_• =U_2  F CTi-ic)1]
_ T c

U0  U0

where C T T
T wpU A2

0

The constant speed of the flow U2 in the cavity wake may be

determined directly from Bernoulli'-s equation and is.:

U 2  V + C[/c + -12]
U - 0

0

The inflow speed to the propeller thus becomes.:

U - / + a + C,,,/'ci - T(1--q)/ [13]
SU 0 T-

0

This very important result predicts what the net effect upon the

inflow must be of both the accelerating action due to the pro-

peller's trailing vortex field accompanying thrust, and the decel-

erating action due to the cavity-wake which accompanies blade

cavity drag. The net inflow speed may, according to 113], be

Im
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greater than (acceleration) or less than (retardation) the speed

U far ahead of the propeller, depending upon the following con-

ditions:

CT2 + 4CT(I-Ic + 2) + a° > 0 (accelerated)

< 0 (retarded) [14]

presented graphically as Figure 5.

The effect of decreasing a is always to cause a tendency0

toward retardation or increased retardation of the inflow, as

might naturally be expected since a decrease in a would surely

result'in a larger volume and extent of trailing cavity. The

effect of increasing CTV TC being held constant, is not quite as

straightforward since both the accelerating action of the vortex

wake and the decelerating action due to cavity drag are thereby

increased; the latter increases with the quantity CT(1-cn Zq c

Figure 7 reveals, however, that for an increase in CT up to a

certain critical value (which corresponds to the dashed line in

the Figure) the retardation or tendency towards it is increased,

while fu±ither increases in C beyond the critical value causes

a tendency toward or increase in the acceleration of the inflow.

Clearly, a maximum must be placed on the allowable inflow speed

in order to avoid cavitation in the approaching stream; this im-

plies the existence of a maximum attainable blade efficiency,

which is not shown in Figure 5 but is discussed in a later sec-

tion. At any rate, the indicated tendency toward accelerated
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inflow at high CT values probably does not occur in practice

since increasing CT (higher blade loading) must almost of neces-

sity be accompanied by decreasing 1c"

This inflow speed ratio, U1 /Uo, is just equal to the inverse

of the ideal propeller efficiency as it is normally defined. It

is well to see how this definition logically arises.

The total propeller efficiency Tj (friction is always neg-

lected here): -

=Useful Work Done by the Propeller F15]
Work Input to the Propeller

The denominator is simply related to the blade cavitatlonal

efficiency, T c' according to [5], so that,

T.U

1T'U 0 Tic [16]

or,

S= '!-•c [ 17]

where we have defined the ideal efficiency as,

S= Oo/Uh [18]
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so that it represents the ratio of useful work done by the pio-

peller in thrusting motion to the useful work done by the blades

on the fluid, considering the propeller to be at rest and the

flow in motion toward it.

In the usual subcavitating momentum theory the ideal effi-

ciency always takes on values less than unity. In the present

case, however, the inflow may be retarded, and the ideal effi-

ciency will thus assuFr, values in excess of unity. This should

not be too disturbing, as it is well known that even subcavitating

propellers operating in strong wakes (regions of retarded flow)

may enjoy efficiencieý greater than unity. In blocking the on-

coming flow, the cavities on a supercavitating propeller create,

in a sense, a wake ahead of the propeller and in this way an in-

crease in ideal efficiency is caused at the expense of cavity

drag or blade efficiency.

The total efficiency is given by:

1 TC [19]

fl + (Y + %"'~c V CTW -q A

The question naturally arises whether increasing ic always in-

creases the net efficierncy 1, since the ideal efficiency is there-

by always decreased. In theory there does exist a set of values

for -qc which are positive and less than unity and which maximize q.

These correspond to the following r.elation:
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(1-ri ch )r T CT0
(71 c- 3/4) 1 + a0  [0

which is presented graphically as Figure 6% In fact, however.,

these values cannot be attaineO since they would be accompanied

by inflow speeds more than sufficient to cause cavitation in the

approaching flow. For practical ranges of n c , then, the total or

net efficiency always increases with increasingnr
C

Charts of inflow speed versus thrust coefficient with blade

cavitational efficiency as a parameter and for a range of cavita-

tion numbers are given as Figures 7a - 7f ; also shown on these. ~

plots are contours of constant total efficiency. Note that in

thles e figures, values of U1/U0 greater than W\1 TT7 are not
0 0

rea'.listic, for the reason that such values correspond to inflow

static pressures less than the cavity pressure, p C This is

further to be discussed below.

The assumptions that have been made in applying momentum

considerations here deserve comment. Most important of all it has

been assumed that the flow in the planes 1 and 2, Figure 4j , is

one-dimensional; this means that the flow velocity is assumed to

nave no radial components there and that the axial component is

uniform within that part of the plane cut by the momentum control

surface. These assumptions are probably better met by the flow

in plane 2 within the cavity than by the inflow in plane 1. The

existence of radial components in the inflow speed will effect

the calculation of the st-atic pressures just before the disc,
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Equation [10], by a term proportional to the square of the radial

velocity. The other disturbance velocities due to the propeller

(axial and rotational) enter into the momentum balance at least

in terms which are proportional to their first powers, (the ro-

tational term enters through the fictitious increase in head

across the disc). The neglect of the squares of the radial veloc-

ity amounts then to the neglect of a second-order term, and is

best justified when the propeller is lightly loaded. The one-di-

mensional assumption regarding the uniformity of the axial com-

ponent of velocity, pressures, etc. is of a different kind, for

it does not even correspond to reality in the limiting case of a

very lightly loaded propeller. The reason for thi.s is that de-

sirable distributions of radial loading and correspond~ing inflow

speeds are quite non-uniform for all propeller loadings. Never-

theless, the predictions of momentum theory are highly useful in

the case of subcavitating propellers when corrected for finite

blade number because they may reasonably be applied separately to

each annular element, the interference between elements being

small. W.ýhether the same technique may as safely be applied to

a supercavitating propeller remains an open question. The pre-

dictions of the present momentum theory are thus best regarded as

gross. They would seem to be very valuable in so far as they de-

scribe some of the general features of supercavitating propeller

flows, but; their application in design would seem hazardous. Un-

fortunately, no better theory exists at the present time.

The assumption of large blade number made in this theory is

necessary to insure uniformity of the flow in the circumferential

direction and is not therefore additive to the one-dimensional
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assumption. The conditions under which reasonable circumferential

flow uniformity occurs should correspond to blade loadings such

that blade interference or cascade effects dominate the flow

through the blades. These blade interference effects are not

discussed in this report, but it is known that they dominate the

operating characteristics of supercavitating propellers for values

of advance coefficient somewhat higher than that corresponding to

maximum kt ( being fixed). in fact, these interference effects
~t (0

are themselves responsible for the existence of a maximum k value.
t

It seems not unlikely that blade interference effects are very im-

portant even at the design points of typical supercavitating pro-

pellers, so that inflow speeds there more likely correspond to

the present theory rather than the subcavitating predictions

usually used in design which would only apply were the influence

of the cavit"es upon the overall flow small.

An Estimate of Absolute Maximum Efficiency

The pressures in the flow approaching the propeller are less

than ambient in the case where the inflow is accelerated. In no

case, however, can these pressures attain values less than those

on the propeller blades. We know this to be true because in a

steady potential flow such as exists ahead of and around the screw

when the flow is viewed from a rotating coordinate system the

* For this reason, there is a tendency for the loss in lift
caused by blade interference to be made up at the design
point by the higher blade angles of attack which result from
the reduced inflow speeds.
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minimum as well as the maximum pressures must occur on bounding

surfaces. The momentum theory does not, however, take such con-

siderations into account, and as a result it allows predictions

of accelerated inflows which are in excess of those required to

cause cavitation in the approaching flow. These excessive in-

flows can however be avoided if restrictions are placed upon al-

lowable -values of blade cavitational efficiencies. These effi-

ciencies depend upon the details of the propeller configuration

(pitch, blade area ratio, loading distribution, and blade section

shape) and obviously cannot be estimated from momentum theory

considerations. Nevertheless, the restrictions derived from mo-

mentum theory must be realistic to the extent that the; real pro-

peller flow resembles the idealized version being 'onsidered.

The restrictions upon 71' allow an estimate to be made of absolutec
maximum net efficiency, 1max" as a function of C. and a , as

follows.

The maximum allowable- inflow velocity U just correspondsmax
to a pressure p c in the approacning stream, or,

Umax [21]

U 0
0

Upon the assumption that Umax = U max, and using [13], the fol-

lowing inequalitity results:

+ --~ T(~ ~c < V 7+[22]-\F-+ 0 +7A c0
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or, after some manipulation,

1o < (' ••(i+% 231
~c Yl+C'TI4(l a 0 ) [3

Which may also be written,

i C'T 4(l-Tc)

i+ 0 < 'I f24)IIo ".c

The. limiting values of rc according to [23] are shown in Fig-

ure 6 and it may be seen that they are everywhere less than those

values of 'q for w.hich r, is a theoreti.cal maximum. This means

that the limiting values of no (Equation [23]) must correspond

to the absolute maximum net efficiencies. Thus,

U
0

Timax 1 •c U1  [25]
max -max

or,

=iax (1 + ao1 +%C/1 [26]

Curves f~or qa are given as Figure 8

max.

IJ
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It should carefully be kept in mind that these maximum

values are riot necessarily attainable in practice. Estimations

of actual attainable efficiency depend upon studies of the blade

elements themsatves, and it seems a matter of experience that

actual blade cavitational efficiencies and resulting net propeller

efficiencies are quite a bit less than the absolute maximum effi-

ciencies predicted here. It would therefore be unwise to base

real expectations upon the numbers implied by Figure 8

The Special Case of the Drag Disc

The momentum theory developed above applies not on]y to those

cases where net thrust is developed at the disc, but also when a

net drag force acts there. In fact it may apply in the special

case where no net force acts on the disc, but where at the same

time the blade cavitational efficiency has gone to zero.

A "pure drag" disc might consist in its simplest form of a

coarse screen inserted in a stream at sufficiently low cavitation

number, co, so that each wire or rod composing the screen indi-

vidually sheds a trailing cavity. Or it might be comprised of a

number of circular rods radiating from a rotating hub and shaft.

These are called "pure drag" discs because of the absence of cir-

culation on the element comprising the disc. In general, of

course, the disc might be composed of lifting alements of such

poor efficiency that a net drag actually results from their op-

eration.

No assumptions were made in the development of the momentum

theory for supercavitating flows which would restrict the validity

of the results to cases of positive thrust. The results therefore
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apply equally to drag discs. The drag disc does not, however,

do useful work but rather has work done on It. As a result the

blade cavitational efficiency becomes negative. Since the thrust

is negative, too, the ratio CTc which appears in [13] and other

important relations, remains of the same sign as in the case of

posit. ve thrust. This is a manifestation of the fact that work

is done on the rotating blades, whether they are producing thrust

or drag, and that this work appears as an increase in the stagna-

tion pressure of the flow across the disc. However, the quanti-

ties CT and 1c do not always appear in ratio in expressions for

inflow, etc. so that some differences appear between the thrust

and drag cases. For example the inflow to a drag disc is always

retarded, in contrast to the case of a thrust disc where it may

be either accelerated or retarded. This may be shown by con-

sidering Equation [14] in a pertinent form:

CD2 - 4CD(l-I/Tc + o /2) + o02 > 0 (accelerated)

< 0 (retarded) [271

or,

(CD- Cyo)2 > 4CD TIc (28

0 < D8 1c

The d-ag on the disc is very likely to follow a law which applies

very well for other blunt bodies,

CD= CD(0) + a [29]

• I
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so that [28] becomes,

CD2(O) > (accelerated) 4 CD(O) + a (30]
K (retarded) D

Bit since CD(O) must of necessity be smaller than unity, and since

•c is negative, the lower inequality must necessarily apply. The

inflow to a drag disc is therefore always retarded, as one would

expect intuitively.

Another clear difference between the thrust and drag discs

is in the range of possible blade cavitational efficiencdies, 1c'

as shown below:

THRUST DISC 0 < < 1.0

DRAG DISC -C < 7c < 0

The case where Tc = -c corresponds to the stationary screen,

which causes dissipation of flow energy but absorbs no work from

the shaft.

The Slipstream Behind the Cavity

A wake or slipstream trails behind the cavity shed by a

supercavitating propeller or drag disc. The head inside this wake

is different from that in either the main stream or in the flow

between the disc and the region of cavity collapse. In the present

model of these flows, tne heads in each of these separate regions
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is assumed to be constant, and they are bound by surfaces of

discontinuity. When these surfaces are stream surfaces then the

discontinuity is in the nature of a vortex sheet. Therefore with

one exception the cavity shed from a disc is bounded by a vortex

sheet. The wake behind the cavity is also bounded by a vortex

sheet except in the case when the net ay~ial force on the disc is

null.

Far downstream when the wake pressure has returned to ambient,

the wake velocity will be either greater (thrusting propeller) or

less (drag disc) than the free stream speed. This wake velocity

is easily estimated from a momnentum balance and the head in the

wake is therefore easily calculated too.

The net axial force acting on the disc is simply related to

the flux in momentum across control surfaces taken far upstream

and far d. wnstream (plane 4 in Figure 4 ):

T = pAUi (W4 - Uo) [31]

or,

p/2 A 0Uo

or,

* In the case of a drag disc composed of non-rotating elements.

I
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CT (•1 U[2

Therefore,

U4 _ 1i CT [33]
U 2

The head in the wake, h 4 , is:

2 2]h -[op2IU 341
L

where h is the ambient head. Or, making use of Equation [33]:0

h4 -h0

p 2 U 2  - niCT 1 + 4 [35]

This result applies equally to sub and supercavitating flows, but

in the latter case TI is always greater than in the former, CT

being fixed. We recall that the head between the propeller disc

and the region of cavity collapse, h 2 , is, Equation [6]:

ha -ho CT
-0 T [361

p/2 U02  1c

• • m • •0
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Combining [351 and [361:

o4- __CT ( iCT\
h 2 -h h 0c 1 + T) = 1 1 + [37]

20

This relation also holds in the case of the drag disc, in which

case T1 takes on negative values. From Equation [37] the loss in

head which the flow suffers in passing through the region of cav-

ity collapse may be shown to be:

h2 -t 1______+ ___CT

- =C [38]

The flow speed just behind the region of cavity collapse may

be estimated by taking a momentum balance across the control sur-

face labeled II in Figure 4 . Since no external f -ce acts with-

in this surface,

0 = pAsU3S(Ua-U 2 ) + A3 (P 3 -P 2 ) [39]

where use has been made of the equality of the pressure on the

outer cavity wall and that in plane 2, and where

A3  is the area of the slipstream just behind cavity

collapse,

Subscript 3 refers to conditions just downstream of

plane 3.
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The static pressure difference (P3-P2) may be evaluated making

use of Bernoulli's equation and taking into account the loss in

head which occurs across the region of cavity collapse, so that,

(P3-Pa) = p/2(U2
2 -U3

2 ) - (h 2 -h 4 ) [40]

since h 4 = h3 .

Using Equation [38]:

P/2 U o2 U U 2 jC

and substituting in [39]:

2U_3 _2  _i 4 U 2 U 3k u.oTL c j Uo2

-or,

(__Ua = CT 71c [42]

Finally,

U3 U2 T - 43
U U0 )c

0 0 c
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where u = I 1 + CT/Vc + a according to [12].
where U/

This may be compared with the expression for the inflow speed,

Equation [ll]

U1  U2  CT(1-T)c)
U o U o n•
U0 U0 C

The difference between outflow and inflow speeds is thus given

by-

U3 o-U1  - y [T c TI 4c) [44]

In the case of retarded inflow to a propeller or a drag disc

(11 > 1 and rj > n c) the second term on the right is necessarily

smaller than the first and the outflow speed is thus greater

than the inflow. At the same time A3 < A,. This will clearly

also be the case for moderate accelerated inflow speeds. Only

for sufficiently large values of thrust coefficient, as given by

the upper inequality in the expression below, does the situation

become reversed;

T 1TI \ A3 > A,
I 4 < ni

A3 < A1

4
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The substitution of reasonable numbers in [44] reveals that the

difference between the propeller or drag disc diameter and that

of the region of cavity collapse will normally not exceed 10 per-

cent.

The results obtained here for the slipstream characteristics

are reflected in Figure 3 , in which the general features of

typical flows associated with supercavitating propellers and drag

discs are illustrated.

The Special Case of the Infinite Length Cavity

Only when the cavitation number a is zero is it possible

for the trailing cavity to extend to infinity. The conditions

under which this occurs may be determined by comparing the re-

sults obtained previously for the inflow velocity with those ob-

tained under the assumption of infinite cavity length and finite

asymptotic cavity diameter. In this way we will conclude that

the cavity length is always infinite for a = 0 while the cavity0

maximum diameter is unbounded except in the particular limiting
case when U, = Uo. The flow is shown schematically as Figure.9-.

0

The net thrust, T, acting on the propeller is related to the

momentum flux so that,

T = pA2 jU2 (U2-U 0 ) [46]

where use has been made of the fact that P2 P0 and where

A2J is the cross-sectional area in plane 2 of the fluid Jets in-

side the cavity.
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An increase in head, Lh, occurs across the propeller disc

as a result of the rotation induced by the propeller behind it.

This head change is related to the propeller loading and blade

cavitational efficiency by [6],

A Thy p(Ua2 -tJ2)

where use has also been made of Bernoulli's equation, and where

U2 is the axial wake velocity everywhere behind the propeller.

Therefore,

U2_ + T [47]

0 0'C

As a result of wasted work being done by the propeller there

is a net flux o'" kinetic energy in the stream,

Energy Loss = pA2jU2s ½(U2 -Uo )2 [48

Considering the situation as seen by an observer at rest

relative to the propeller, its net; efficiency, -., becomes

"Useful Work T0U
T) Useful Work + Energy Loss T-U + pA2 jUe (U2-U°2

[49]
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U
S0U2 )/2 [50]

or, using [47] and [17],

2

= = * Ti2 [51]1 + T l+cjq•o

U
Remembering that i -) , there finally results for the inflow,

0 ]i
U° 2 7 l C~n [52]

This is seen to be a different result than obtained previously,

[13], without the assumption of infinite cavity length. However,

these two relations, [52] and [13], do yield the same prediction

of inflow speed when,

CT = 4 [53]

and in this case U- U=.
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A reduction c," thrust below the values given by [53] in re-

ducing the positive pressure field behind tno propeller, 1..ust in-

crease the cavity growth, 1c being held constant. We are there-

fore led to conclude that in the case of c = 0, values of thrust0

which lead to retarded inflow will result in unbounded cavity

diameters at infinity. At the same time thru.st values ieading to

accelerated inflows would result in cavities of finite length for

a = 0. However, we recall that such thrust values are not at-
0 .V

tainable as they would cause the approach fl.w to cavitate.

The Effect of Tunnel Boundaries

It is very imporltant to understand the effect upon propeller

performance of the water tunnel boundaries. Measired character-

istics of subcavitating propellers tested between solid walls are

generally corrected according to theory developed from momentum

considerations, Reference 15; the same considerations show that

no corrections are necessary if the screo is tested in an open

or free jet on which ambient static pressures are maintained. It

is assumed, of course, that the measurement of the free stream

speed in the tunnel far ahead of the screw has not been affected

by the latter.

It is well known that tunnel boundaries can have a serious

effect upon the length of cavities trailing behind supercavitati1,.

bodies, Reference 16, pages 12-29, 12-43. 'Operation within a

free jet tends to shorten the cavity, while operating between

solid walls lengthens it. In fact, the resulting increase in

length may become.extreme. A cavity of infinite length will oc-

cur in a solid-walled tunnel at a cavitation number which may be
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substantially greater than zero; the tunnel is then said to be

choked, and operation at reduced cavitation numbers is not pos-

sible.

Thus two questions naturally present themselves concerning

the operation of supercavitating propellers in water tunnels:

What corrections should be mad- to measured propeller character-

istics on account of the wall effects?; and, under what conditions

of operation of a supercavitating propeller will the flow in a

solid wall tunnel choke?

In order to answer the first question it need only be re-

called that the control surface which was earlier used (in con-

netion with the momentum balance from which the inflow speed was

predicted), did not extend to or involve th3 tunnel boundaries.

Therefore, the inflow speed, within the assumptions of the present

analysis., is not at all affected by tunnel boundaries, whether of

the solid wall or free jet type- at least up to the point where

chokd,,g occurs ..n a solid wall tunnel. This seems at first a

somewhat surprising conclusion, since the length and shape of the

shed cavity is certainly subject to wall effects. However, it

would appear that the requirement fcr constant pressure in the

flow behind the propeller, together with specified thrust loading

and blade cavitational efficiency,uniquely determine the inflow

speed - independent of the cavity shape. Of course, recognition

must be given to the pcssibility that the lift effectiveness and

efficiency of the sections are effected by changes in overall

cavity shape, so that the thrust and net efficiency of the pro-

neller might in this way change. Momentum considerations can not,

of course, comment on this latter subject. However, taking into
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account blade element considerations, it seems to us that serious

effects of this kind are unlikely to occur except under extreme

conditions (during tunnel choking, perhaps). Indeed, the only

known experiment designed to study the effect of supercavitating

propeller diameter upon its measured chai.. eristics has concluded

that no effects of screw size were present within the range of

sizes and operating conditions of the tests, Reference 17 •

As for choking, there exists no doubt that supercavJtating

propellers can choke the flow in a solid wall tunnel. I have ob-

served this phenomenon myself during tests of a two-bladed super-

cavitating propeller (HYDRONAUTICS Design H3-A) at the Swedish

State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank at Goteborg. The propeller

diameter was .26 meters and tests were conducted between solid

walls in a square test section 0.5 m x 0.5 m. From the test re-

sults, values of CT and q c have been estimated at which tunnel

choking occurred for four differe-it cavitation numbers (ao) and
0

these are shown in Figure 10

Momentum considerations allow conditions for t1--mne! choking

to be estimated theoretically. It is only necessary to take a

mG.,erLum balance across planes cutting the tunnel test section

far upstream and far downstream, as shown in Figure 11. The pro-

peller thrust is given by:

T = pAiTJI(U 2 -U ) + pAo U (U -Uo) "+ A (p -po) [54]
0 oc c 0 0 c 0

Continuity considerations require that,
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AU = A1 Uj + A2 oUc [55]

Using these, and non-dimensionalizing, the following results:

CT 1 ( + 2 -- (2+a)]
CT 5 6]

The velocities U1 and U2 have earlier been related to the pro-

peiLler characteristics through Equat.ons [13] and [12] and

U /U has been defined as nrl+ýo. Using these relationships,
co 00

Equation [561 becomes:

CT = 2 +aC l-IC-%±/m 0 T/1PZ1c [-f' -V aT 0CT, c V7CT(!-Tnc)/1ic l + nc 0+1

A1
+ •[2 'Vr1+ (y 2)] [57]

This re.ationship only applies when the flow is choked, so that

from it, the conditions of propeller operation at which choking

occurs may be related to the ratio of tunnel to disc area:



WVT)PMA TT'PTfl5 I ~e

A" 1 C-L0c T•(]TTc)T. .]v,-"..

A1  [F +2)

20

[581

For small values of C,/qc anct o this becomes:

I*

A 4

A, (o f) [59]

In the case of a stationary drag disc (ric = -a; CT = CD),

Equation [59] reduces to precisely the result which may be ob-

tained directly from momentum oonsiderations:

A 4CF

Charts based on Equation [58] from which choking conditions

may be estimated are presented as Figures 12a - 12e Theoretical

critical tunnel area ratios corresponding to the data presented

in Figure 10 are also tabulated below.

SFiur
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TABLE I

Theoretical Tunnel Area Ratios Corresponding to Choking

A /Al(theor) 3.13 3.69 4.37 4.96

S1.3 .7 .32 .25

A 0 /A~actual) = 4.70 in all cases.

One more comment might be made about measurements of super-

cavitating propeller characteristics. For subcavitating pro-

pellers the actuator disc picture of the flow leads to the pre-

diction that the axial flow velocity in the plane of the disc

but outside of it is identical with the velocity of the free

stream. For this reason the speed in the propeller plane is some-

times uleasured and used in place of a speed measurement in the

flow far ahead of the screw. It should be clear from the picture

of the flow presented here that the speed of the flow in the

plane of a supercavitating propeller is not even approximately

equal to the free stream speed in the general case. The effec-

tive approach speed must therefore be measured sufficiently far

ahead of the screw. In making such measurements adequate recog-

nition must be given to the effect upon the pressures at the

tunnel walls which may be caused by an obstacle like a heavily

supercavitating propeller.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Based entirely on momentum and other simple consideratiors

a reasonably complete picture of the one-dimensional pressure and

velocity fields associated with heavily supercavitating propellers

and drag discs has been constructed. The results are summarized

in Figures 3 - 8 .

It is crucial in developing a useful momentum theory for

these flows to take into account the blade cavitational efficiency

(Tic) associated with the disc, since this quantity must be in-

fluential in determining the extent and volume of the cavities

shed by the blades. The opportunity to introduce this quantity

arises naturally since the head increase which occurs across the

disc may be shown to equal the ratio of thrust coefficient (CT)

and T c" It may also be shown, although this is not done here,

that this latter relation for the head increase across the disc

adequately takes into account the effect of the flow rotation

behind the disc.

A momentum balance for the flow within the momentum control

surface shown in FLgure 4 yields a relationship between the inflow

speed and CT, Tcs and a (free stream cavitation number). It is

shown that the flow is very often retarded while approaching a

heavily supercavitating propeller, so that the so-called ideal ef-

ficiency, rji, of such a propeller takes on values in excess •f

unity. The ideal efficiency actually increases with decreasing

blade cavitational efficiency; however, the net efficiency

(TI- *TI) at the same time decreases. This retardation causes a

reduction of thrust deduction, or even a change in its sign

References 8, 18, and 19.
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At zero free stream cavitation number (a = 0) the inflow

must always be retprded.

For positive values of a accelerated inflow speeds occur but

ar6 restricted in value by the necessity to maintain pressures in

the inflow higher than cavity pressure. Conditions corresponding

to the limiting inflow speed are estimated. It is shown that an

absolute maximum net efficiency exists corresponding to operation

at this limiting condition. It is noted that these maximum effi-

ciencies imply larger values of )c than have -been realized in

practice, so that they have not so far been approached.

Charts are provided in this report from which the inflow

speed may readily be estimated for use in predicting the perfor-

mance of heavily supercavitating propellers.

In an unbounded stream the cavity length is finite for

a > 0 and is infinite for a = 0. The cavity maximum diameter0 O

is shown in the latter case to be finite only when the inflow and

free stream speeds are identical.

In the case of cavities of finite length, a loss of head

occurs across the region of cavity collapse (plane 3 in Figure 4 )
and formulae for the head in the wake are given. This is higher

than the free stream head for a thrusting propeller and lower for

a drag disc. The outflow speed just behind the region of cavity

,collapse is shown to be greater than the inflow speed for all

cases of retarded inflow and for moderate degrees of accelerated

inflow; for sufficiently large thrusts the reverse may be true.

Formulae are given for these outflow speeds.
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The effects of tunnel boundaries a.'e discussed. Jt is shown

that no corrections to inflow speed are required for a supercavi-

tating propeller operating either in an open jet or between solid

walls; this is somewhat in contrast to the case of the subcavi-

tating propeller for which inflow speeds must be corrected for

the presence of solid walls. The phenomena of tunnel choking is

discussed and momentum considerations are applied to the calcula-

tion of conditions for which infinite cavity length occurs at

positive non-zero (CF > 0) cavitation numbers during operation

between solid walls. A comparison between measured and predicted

values of the critical ratio of tunnel area to screw area is pre-

sented.

The results presented herein make it quite clear that the

distribution of flow velocities and pressure. which attend the

operation of a heavily supercavitating propeller will not at all

correspond to the predictions of theory for subcavitating pro-

pellers. The use of the latter predictions is thus unjustified.

Even for a relatively weakly supercavitating propeller it seems

prrblematical that predictions of inflow speed based on subcavi-

tating propeller theory are useful.

The present theory has assumed a propeller with an infinite

numbe- of blades and one-dimensional flow. These assumptifons are

briefly discussed herein. Phe conditions under which the p::e-

dictions of this theory reasonably apply are not clear, but when

the propeller blade elements operate at loadings such that blade

interference or cascade effects dominate the flow through the

blade, then it seems likely that the present theory provides a

I
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reasonable approximation to the general features of the real flow.

It would clearly be very useful to obtain some quantitative

experimental evidence relating to the details of the flow field

about supercavitating propellers or drag discs, such as are pre-

dicted by the present theory. It would be particularly useful to

obtain measurements of the inflow speed as a function of CT, V c$

and a

There remain many interesting questions concerning flows

past supercavitating propellers and drag discs which are left for

more elaborate theory to discuss. These include: What is the

relationship between the length of the cavity and CTV 71 c, and a ?;

what shape does the cavity boundary take?; what is the general

asymptotic shape of the cavity for a = 0?; does the flow speed

on the axis of symmetry change monotonically from far upstream to

the disc?; how are the predictions made here modified by a finite

number of blades?; and, what is the optimum distribution of span-

wise loading for a supercavitating propeller?

4
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